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New Members
We want to extend a very warm welcome to the following new members of the Cribbage Board
Collector’s Society.
# 323 Ed Andree, 301 Inman Terrace, Willow Grove Pa, 19090, 215-657-2767,
eandree74@gmail.com
# 324, Pete Garre, PO Box 270, New London NH, 03257,
nlg3@comcast.net
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Message from the president: Remembering Merle Dwire #270
These past few months have been emotional for me as I accompanied brother Merle
(Cowboy) Dwire through his final journey on earth. Many of you met Merle and wife Mary at
CBCS conventions in Des Moines, Raleigh and Bloomington, MN which he helped coordinate.
Merle and I played a lot of cribbage
thru the years – in fact, I probably
played my first game against him. I
was always envious of his CRIB-DERBY
board which he purchased at Dayton’s
Department Store in Minneapolis for
$1.89 (The sticker is still on the
box).He offered it to me when I
started collecting boards. It is a
favorite board in my collection.
Thanks, Merle
Merle enjoyed meeting so many CBCS
members, and one of his special
friends was Dave Schroeder, a fellow
cowboy. At one of our conventions,
Dave brought his rifle-shaped cribbage
board. Years later, when Dave decided
to cut down his collection, the “rifle”
became available, and I was able to
purchase it for Merle
In this photo, Cowboy is playing with
grandson and cribbage buddy, Logan

You are missed Dear Brother.

Just prior to his passing, Merle gave
the board
to ILogan,
whoattended
has issuedto
a all
Can you believe that summer is about gone? I’m not ecstatic
since
have not
challenge
to Great
the summer activities and jobs I planned to do – Ugh! On
the other
hand,Uncle
it getKeith.
us really

close to CBCS convention time. Harlow, Cec, Dave and I have been corresponding regularly
to make sure this will be another exceptional experience for our CBCS friends, and this year,
our special friends from the ACC Grand National.
Convention boards are ready. tournament scorecards and prizes are ready, competition
boards are being readied (I have a real doozy this year), and there will be boards offered for
silent auction (perhaps the one you’ve been searching out for a l-o-n-g time). See you in
Milwaukee!
Let the play continue, Keith Dwire, President
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Hand-Made Marquetry Cribbage Boards
Scott Schneberger, member #146

Longing for an artisan, hand-made, Spanish inlaid cribbage board? Not only can you order and buy one
directly, you can watch it being made in person at one of the last marquetry craft shops in Europe—as I
did this May on a visit to Granada to see the famous Alhambra.
Laguna Taller de Taracea, a shop just a stone’s throw from the elaborate Alhambra Palace in Granada,
Spain, makes ornate, inlaid cribbage boards in the Moorish style. The shop opened in 1877, started by
the ancestors of the present owner, Miguel Laguna, to make furniture, trays, chess sets, picture frames,
boxes, and—yes!—cribbage boards using hardwoods and bone in intricate, geometric patterns based on
actual Moorish decorations and furniture from the Alhambra. I had found the shop about 30 years ago
during my first visit to the Alhambra Palace, and was determined to find the shop again. It was right
where I had left it.
Taracea is the Spanish word for the marquetry craft—also known as intarsia (you can find both terms in
Wikipedia). Taracea comes from the Arab word “tarci” meaning to incrust or inlay and has been an art
form well before the 7th century in northern Africa and since at least the 14th century in Granada when
the Spanish peninsula was occupied by Islamic Moors. The Alhambra was the last bastion of the Nasrid
dynasty—the longest ruling and the last Islamic dynasty in Spain (and Europe), ruling Granada and
Andalusia from 1230 to 1492. The intricate geometric patterns common with Nasrid dynasty taracea
had a spiritual purpose, meant to express the harmony and infinity of an ordered universe.
The patterns used by Miguel Laguna in his cribbage boards are based on the actual throne chair used by
the Nasrid emirs, as well as other patterns used in Alhambra gates, walls, and ceilings. He uses
mahogany, ebony, rosewood, walnut, and bone for the highly complex Moorish patterns, cutting the
pieces by hand, gluing them onto penciled, geometric patterns on a base, sanding them, coating them,
and then hand-rubbing the finish. By varying the type of wood, its grain direction, and using stain, a
taracea artisan can give the two-dimensional surface a rich appearance of depth. They are truly amazing
works of art.
Miguel and his staff make two varieties of cribbage boards: a basic, less-expensive board and his
signature, high-quality board (we have one of each). The basic board looks similar to the elaborate
board but uses plastic instead of real bone and is finished with a simple dunk in clear varnish. The highquality board is much more complex with more intricate patterns and more varied types of wood, uses
actual bone, and comes with a satin, polyurethane coating that’s finely finished. The high-quality board
also has a nice touch with hand-carved pegs in the shape of chess pawns and knights. Both boards are
about 13 inches long by 5 inches wide, and fold in half to form a shallow box to contain the pegs. When
converted from euros to US dollars, the high-quality board currently costs about $80. I found a taracea
artisan in Marrakech, Morocco the following week, but even after strong bargaining I couldn’t get the
price for a similar board below $400 (I didn’t purchase it). So Laguna Taller de Taracea cribbage boards
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are extraordinary boards at very good prices! I have found one small taracea box by Miguel Laguna for
sale on eBay, but no cribbage boards.
You can watch a somewhat low quality Spanish interview of Miguel and his taracea art in his shop on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy5M9dT9q4w .
I have not found a working website for ordering Laguna Taller de Taracea cribbage boards (or other
taracea) online, but you can order them over the telephone at +34 958 22 90 19, by mail at Laguna
Taller de Taracea, Calle Real de La Alhambra 30, 18009 Granada, Spain, or in person (the best way!)
while visiting Granada and the extraordinary Alhambra. The shop staff speak English, take major credit
cards, and ship anywhere.
And when you play a hand on your Miguel Laguna taracea cribbage board, you can close your eyes to
imagine hearing the sound of Alhambra water fountains echoing off the decorative tiles while smelling
the orange blossoms from courtyard gardens. But while you’re sitting there feeling like an emir, don’t
forget to peg your points!

The basic Miguel Laguna cribbage board at top,
the high-quality board below.

Miguel Laguna’s small show room.
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Miguel and Scott completing a sale.

Instruments of the art: the glue pot on the left, chisels and other tools on the right.
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Left: a working piece of bone. Right: a poster of the Nasrid Emir’s throne for patterns.

A tray in progress, with pencil lines carefully drawn
on the backing board. A highly geometric 16-point
star, laid out very precisely!
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2018 CBCS Convention - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
September 20 - 21, 2018
First ever – Cribbage Board Collector’s Society (CBCS) Annual Convention - Held in parallel with
the American Cribbage Congress (ACC) Grand National XXXVII

Time is running short – the convention is only weeks away! Get your reservations in NOW!
We have a great convention planned. This is a wonderful opportunity for CBCS and ACC members
to interact with each other. For CBCS members, it may be a great time to bring some of those
boards that are cluttering up precious space and bring them to the silent auction. This may be a
super time for ACC members to add to their cadre of boards from the silent auction at a great
price.
ACC members are being encouraged to bring their special boards to our side of the convention
space and have them appraised on Friday afternoon. We need appraisers.
Frank Wurman, CBCS #22, is bringing his 200+ year old Napoleonic prisoner of war boards along
with an appropriate presentation on Thursday. This will be a special treat for all of us. These
boards are very brittle and must only be handled by Frank.
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Convention Agenda
Wednesday

19

6:00

Optional Pre-Convention Dinner

Thursday

20

8:30

Setup board displays

9:00

Welcome – Keith Dwire

9:15 – 11:30 Show & Tell / Presentation
▪

Jay Fulwider – “How the ACC and CBCS changed
my life”

▪

Frank Wurman – “Napoleonic prisoner of war
boards”

11:30 Group Photograph
Noon Lunch

Friday

21

1:30

Cribbage Tournament games 1 - 7

4:30

Board meeting

6:00

Optional Dinner Together

9:00 – 12:00 Cribbage Tournament games 8 - 13
Noon Lunch
1:30 – 4:00

Show & Tell / Presentations/Appraisals
▪
▪
▪

ACC - Antique Road Show (Cribbage Board
Appraisals)
Cec Bradshaw – “Advertising boards – behind the
name”
Larry Snow – “Boards, Pegs and Cardistry”

4:00

Pack – board displays

6:00

Banquet – Convention Board & Award Presentations

We will have a continuing board display from 9:00 – 4:30 Daily
Silent Auction
“Most-Desirable - Most Unusual - Ugliest” contest
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Below is a link to see some really nice boards you may want to add to your collections
I have a lot of antique boards that your members may be interested in, I have around 60 fully
restored pieces and another 100 that need a little tlc, please feel free to have a look or link with
my website many
Thanks - Nick Usher.
www.ushersantiques.co.uk
There is no postage for the USA but I can soon price this up and maybe we could sort some kind
of fee for pieces purchased through your website. Many Thanks, Nick.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
An interesting twist on cribbage – Pete Garre # 324 (Newest CBCS Member)

I’m just a messenger for the 8HCC (Eight-Handed Cribbage Club). Sonia is my wife and the other
members are Jim & Joyce Catrambone, John & Carrie Richters, and Kevin & Maryann Simoni. Not to be
forgotten is Berk Hunter was one of our original members who played into his 90’s. After he passed on,
Maryann was able to ably fill his shoes.
I estimate that we have been playing eight-handed cribbage for over 15 years. We started out with four
handed cribbage on two tables but, invariably, one table was having more fun than the other table so
eight-handed cribbage was born so that we all eight of us could play together.
We and cribbage friends of ours (three other couples) have been playing eight-handed cribbage for
years. Our group of eight started playing two 4-handed games but over time wanted to merge and so we
came up with 8-handed cribbage. Four on a team, dealing out all but 4 cards, the teammate to the
dealers left contributes 2 card for the dealer’s crib, the turn-up card is selected from the four unseen
cards by the player to the dealer’s left and away we go (all other cards discarded are out of play, thrown
into the middle of the table). It’s fun and fast. On occasion, we have been able to finish a complete game
in two hands. But no 29 hands…yet and only one 28 hand.
I don’t think any member of the 8HCC would mind it if you told the cribbage world about our (unique?)
club. We meet once a month for supper & play where each of the four families take turns hosting the
8HCC. We all live in the Mount/Lake Sunapee region of New Hampshire. If the ACC & CBCS ever meet in
New England, maybe we could attend and demonstrate how we play.
My wife and I have a modest collection. I wanted to get, and got, the Race Track since it was Drueke No.
1949 (the year I was born) and unique to our collection.
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Official Registration
Complete and send your 2018 Convention Registration form below to
Jim Herzog, Treasurer, 20068 Herzog Drive, Rockwood, MI 48173.

Name(s): ____________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________ City: ____________________ State: ___

Zip code: __________ Phone: ___________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________

Convention Member Fee

$125.00

__________

Convention Associate Fee

75.00

__________

$125.00

__________

$10.00/year

__________

$5.00/year

__________

(Spouse or regular member living at same address)
2018 Convention Board Only

Membership Dues

Associate member Dues

Total Enclosed:
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$ _________

